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Bidirectional transport of early endosomes (EEs) involves

microtubules (MTs) and associated motors. In fungi,

the dynein/dynactin motor complex concentrates in

a comet-like accumulation at MT plus-ends to receive

kinesin-3-delivered EEs for retrograde transport. Here,

we analyse the loading of endosomes onto dynein by

combining live imaging of photoactivated endosomes

and fluorescent dynein with mathematical modelling.

Using nuclear pores as an internal calibration standard,

we show that the dynein comet consists of B55 dynein

motors. About half of the motors are slowly turned

over (T1/2: B98 s) and they are kept at the plus-ends

by an active retention mechanism involving an inter-

action between dynactin and EB1. The other half is

more dynamic (T1/2: B10 s) and mathematical modelling

suggests that they concentrate at MT ends because

of stochastic motor behaviour. When the active retention

is impaired by inhibitory peptides, dynein numbers in

the comet are reduced to half and B10% of the EEs fall

off the MT plus-ends. Thus, a combination of stochastic

accumulation and active retention forms the dynein

comet to ensure capturing of arriving organelles by retro-

grade motors.
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Introduction

Bidirectional transport of organelles along microtubules

(MTs) is a hallmark of eukaryotic cells, necessary for cellular

organization and survival (Welte, 2004). In mammalian

neurons, MT-dependent retrograde transport of early

endosomes (EEs) mediates communication between the sy-

napses and the cell nucleus, thereby preventing the cell from

undergoing controlled cell death (Miaczynska et al, 2004;

Howe and Mobley, 2005; Chevalier-Larsen and Holzbaur,

2006). Retrograde motility of EEs is mediated by dynein

and the associated dynactin complex (Schroer, 2004; Vallee

et al, 2004). It was shown that dynactin interacts with the

plus-end binding protein EB1 (Ligon et al, 2003; Honnappa

et al, 2006; Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008) thereby estab-

lishing a loading site that captures EEs (Valetti et al, 1999),

melanophores (Lomakin et al, 2009) and Golgi membranes

(Vaughan et al, 2002; Vaughan, 2005). Phosphorylation of

mammalian dynactin compound p150glued releases the com-

plex from MT plus-ends (Vaughan et al, 2002), indicating that

regulatory mechanisms control the concentration and the

dynamics of the transport machinery at MT ends. This is in

line with numerous reports, showing active regulation of

motor proteins and membrane transport (Kumar et al,

2000; Andersson et al, 2003; Deacon et al, 2005; Ally et al,

2008). However, an increasing number of reports have de-

tailed the stochastic behaviour of motors (Klumpp and

Lipowsky, 2005; Müller et al, 2008; Gazzola et al, 2009),

raising the possibility that stochastic transport processes

and active regulation cooperate to control cargo transport

(Welte and Gross, 2008).

The genetically tractable filamentous fungus Ustilago may-

dis shares many proteins with humans that are not encoded

in the model fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Münsterkötter

and Steinberg, 2007). It is therefore a good model system for

the role of MTs in long-range transport (Steinberg and Perez-

Martin, 2008). Similar to human cells (Hoepfner et al, 2005)

and the ameba Dictyostelium discoideum (Soppina et al,

2009), kinesin-3 transports EEs to MT plus-ends (antero-

grade; Wedlich-Söldner et al, 2002a; Lenz et al, 2006),

which are concentrated at the hyphal tip (Schuchardt et al,

2005). There, the EEs support recycling processes required for

polarized growth and mating of the fungus (Wedlich-Söldner

et al, 2000; Fuchs et al, 2006). It was suggested that retro-

grade transport of the EEs might mediate long-range

communication to the nucleus (Steinberg, 2007). The motility

back to the cell centre is initiated by binding of the

organelles to dynein, which concentrates in a comet-like

accumulation at apical MT plus-ends (Xiang, 2003;

Lenz et al, 2006; Abenza et al, 2009; Zhang et al, 2010).

How EEs are loaded onto dynein is not clear, but effective

interaction of the motor and the cargo is required to ensure

that the arriving organelles do not fall off the MT end. In this

study, we provide evidence that dynein captures EEs in a

stochastic way. In order to increase the probability of

kinesin-3-delivered EEs, our study suggests that the cell

raises the number of dynein motors by stochastic retention

and a controlled interaction between EB1 and dynactin.

This mechanism ensures efficient loading of EEs onto

dynein and prevents the organelles from falling off the

track at MT ends.
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Results

Endosomes are rapidly loaded onto apical dynein

Hyphal cells of the filamentous fungus U. maydis are elon-

gated and expand at their tip (Figure 1A, asterisk), where the

MT plus-ends are concentrated (Schuchardt et al, 2005).

To visualize the endogenous level of dynein, we integrated

three tandem copies of green-fluorescent protein (GFP) into

the native locus of the dynein heavy chain gene dyn2 (for

genotype of all strains see Table I). Cells expressing the fusion

protein (GFP3–Dyn2) were growing normally, whereas dy-

nein mutants are morphologically defective (Supplementary

Figure S1), suggesting that the fusion protein was biologically

active. We next improved our microscopic setup by using

solid-state lasers instead of conventional illumination in

wide-field epifluorescence microscopy. In doing so, we were

able to visualize strong signals of dynein concentrated at

apical MT ends, labelled by the EB1-homolouge Peb1

(Straube et al, 2003) fused to mRFP (Figure 1B, dynein

intensity given in false colours; Supplementary Figure S2).

In addition to the apical concentration of dynein, we ob-

served fast moving dynein signals along the length of the

hypha (Supplementary Movie 1).

It was reported that kinesin-3 takes EEs to MT plus-ends at

the hyphal tip where they become loaded onto the apical

dynein for retrograde motility (Lenz et al, 2006). To investi-

gate this, we visualize individual EEs by fusing photoactiva-

table GFP (paGFP; Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002)

to the small GTPase Rab5a that was shown to reside on EEs

(Fuchs et al, 2006). When activated by 405 nm laser light, EEs

became visible and in most cases moved to MT plus-ends

before turning for retrograde motility (Supplementary

Movie 2). Motility of the organelles was readily visualized

in kymographs, which are graphical representation of spatial

position over time (Figure 1C). We found that 0.7±0.2

(sample size, n¼ 151) EEs reached the hyphal tip per second,

where 88% of the organelles rapidly turned around within

o1 s (Figure 1D, ‘Turning’; Figure 1E). The loading of EEs

onto dynein was very efficient, with only 1.74% of all EEs

(n¼ 800) falling off the MT (Figure 1D, ‘Detaching’), as

indicated by random Brownian motion at the cell end

(Supplementary Movie 3). It was suggested that arriving

endosomes activate dynein at the MT plus-end for retrograde

motility (Lenz et al, 2006). To test this, we expressed a

mutant kinesin-3 protein that blocks EE motility by anchoring

EEs to MTs (Kin3rigor; Wedlich-Söldner et al, 2002a). When

expressed in hyphae, EEs remained stationary and did not

arrive at the apical dynein comet (Figure 2A). However, in

such mutants dynein was still able to leave the MT end at

normal velocity and rates (Figure 2B and C).

A large number of dyneins form the comet

at MT plus-ends

The apical dynein comets showed very strong fluorescence

and co-localized with the EB1-homolouge Peb1 (see above),
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Figure 1 Loading of photoactivated EEs onto dynein at the apical MT plus-ends. (A) Hyphal cell of U. maydis. The cell elongated by polar
extension at the tip (asterisk). Note that MTs in the apical region show a unipolar orientation with plus-ends directed to the cell tip (Lenz et al,
2006). The bar represents micrometers. (B) Pseudo-coloured image of dynein in the apex of a hyphal cell. The endogenous dynein heavy chain
was tagged with 3�GFP (strain AB33G3Dyn2, see Table I for genotypes of all strains). Most dynein accumulates at the growth region of the
cell. Cell edge is indicated with a dotted line. The bar represents micrometers. (C) Kymograph showing anterograde delivery of an EE to the
dynein comet. The organelle is labelled by paGFP-Rab5a (green), the comet is visualized by a fusion protein of the dynein heavy chain and
triple tag of monomeric Cherry (red). The motors delivering the EEs is kinesin-3 (Lenz et al, 2006). The bars represent micrometers and
seconds. (D) Kymographs showing the behaviour of paGFP-Rab5a-carrying EEs at an apical MT end. Detaching is characterized by irregular
Brownian motion. Note that pausing and detaching are rare events. The bars represent micrometers and seconds. Inverted contrast is shown.
(E) Bar chart showing pausing time of EEs at apical MT plus-ends. Most EEs turn within 1 s.
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indicating that numerous motors accumulate at MT plus-

ends. To determine the number of motors within the comets,

we established an internal calibration standard to which our

measurements could be related. Such a correlative approach

was successfully used to obtain accurate numbers of GFP-

labelled proteins in S. cerevisiae (Joglekar et al, 2008). We

chose the nuclear pore complex because it is a highly ordered

and conserved structure that contains 16 copies of the

nucleoporin Nup107/84 and 8 copies of Nup214/159 (Rabut

et al, 2004).

When GFP was fused to the endogenous nup107 gene, we

found Nup107-GFP in spots within the nuclear envelope

(Figure 3A, left panel) that showed a homogeneous fluores-

cence intensity (Figure 3A, right panel, intensity given in

false colours) and that represent nuclear pores as confirmed

by freeze-fracture electron microscopy (Figure 3A, middle

panel). We next confirmed that each pore contains 16 copies

of Nup107-GFP by comparing it to native levels of Nup214-

GFP, a nucleoporin that is generally found in 8 copies (Rabut

et al, 2004). We fused GFP to the native copy of nup214 and

determined the number of GFPs by stepwise photobleaching,

a method used to analyse protein numbers in the living cell

(Cai et al, 2007; Ulbrich and Isacoff, 2007; Hendricks et al,

2010). We found that Nup214-GFP bleached in at most eight

steps (Figure 3B) in agreement with the observation that

GFP-107 signals were twice as strong as GFP-214 (Figure 3C;

N107G, N214G), indicating that 16 copies of Nup107-GFP

reside in a single nuclear pore.

The fluorescent intensity of GFP in the dynein comet was

much stronger than that of a Nup107-GFP containing nuclear

pore, suggesting that numerous dyneins make up the comet.

We therefore investigated whether an increased number of

GFP tags result in a linear increase in fluorescence. To this

end, we generated strains that simultaneously expressed

various combinations of Nup107-GFP, Nup214 fused to dou-

ble or triple GFP and GFP fused to Nup2, another nucleo-

porin identified in U. maydis (Theisen et al, 2008; see

Supplementary data for more details). We found that the

intensity of fluorescence in individual pores linear increased

with the number of GFP tags (Figure 3C). This allowed us to

estimate the number of GFP tags (and thereby the number of

dynein motors) in the comet by determining the mean value

of the Nup107-GFP intensity in single pores (¼ 16 GFP;

distribution for single GFP shown in Figure 3D). The dynein

heavy chain dimerizes and when tagged with triple GFP, a

single motor is expected to carry 6 GFP tags. As no indication

of proteolytic degradation of GFP3–Dyn3 was found in cell

extracts (Supplementary Figure S3), we used the average

intensity for a single GFP derived from our internal calibra-

tion standard to estimate the dynein number in the comets.

This analysis revealed that B55 dynein motors are concen-

trated in a dynein comet (Figure 3E).

Two different populations of dynein are found in the

apical comet

Our results suggested that a large number of dynein motors

accumulate at the apical MTends. To further characterize this

dynein comet, we fused a triple tag of photoactivatable GFP

to the endogenous copy of the dynein heavy chain gene dyn2.

Again, this modification did not affect the cell, indicating that

Table I Strains and plasmids used in this study

AB33G3Dyn2 a2 Pnar-bW2 Pnar-bE1, Pdyn2-3xegfp-dyn2, bleR, hygR Lenz et al (2006)
AB33Dyn2Ch3_paGRab5a a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1, Pdyn2-dyn2-3xmcherry, bleR, natR/popaGRab5a This study
AB33GRab5a a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1, bleR/poGRab5a This study
FB1Dyn2ts a1b1 Pdyn2-dyn2ts, natR Wedlich-Söldner et al (2002b)
FB2N107G_ER a2b2 Pnup107-nup107-egfp, bleR/pERRFP Theisen et al (2008)
FB2N107R_N214G a2b2 Pnup107-nup107-mrfp, Pnup214-nup214-egfp, hygR, bleR Theisen et al (2008)
FB2N214G3 a2b2 Pnup214-nup214-3egfp, hygR This study
FB2N107G_ N214G2 a2b2 Pnup107-nup107-egfp, Pnup214-nup214-2egfp, bleR hygR This study
FB2N107G_ N214G3 a2b2 Pnup107-nup107-egfp, Pnup214-nup214-3egfp, bleR hygR This study
FB2N107G_ N214G3_N2G a2b2 Pnup107-nup107-egfp, Pnup214-nup214-3egfp, Pnup2-nup2-egfp,

bleR hygR, natR
This study

AB33GRab5 _rKin3G105E a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1/bleR/poGRab5a/pcrgKin3G105E This study
AB33G3Dyn2 _rKin3G105E a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1 Pdyn2-3xegfp-dyn2 bleR, hygR/pcrgKin3G105E This study
AB33pamG3Dyn2 a2 Pnar-bW2 Pnar-bE1, Pdyn2-3xpamgfp-dyn2, bleR, hygR This study
AB33G3Dyn2 _Peb1R a2 Pnar-bW2 Pnar-bE1, Pdyn2-3xegfp-dyn2, Ppeb1-peb1-mrfp, bleR,

hygR, natR
This study

AB33G3Dyn2 _cEB1 a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1 Pdyn2-3xegfp-dyn2 bleR, hygR/pcrgPeb1211–268 This study
AB33G3Dyn2 _nDya1 a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1 Pdyn2-3xegfp-dyn2 bleR, hygR/pcrgDya132–62 This study
AB33G3Dyn2 _nDya1* a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1 Pdyn2-3xegfp-dyn2 bleR, hygR/pcrgDya132–62, Q35E This study
AB33pamG3Dyn2 _cEB1 a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1 Pdyn2-3xpamgfp-dyn2 bleR, hygR/pcrgPeb1211–268 This study
AB33pamGRab5a_cEB1 a2 PnarbW2 PnarbE1/popaGRab5a/pcrgPeb1211–268 This study
popaGRab5a Potef-pagfp-rab5a, cbxR This study
poGRab5a Potef-egfp-rab5a, natR This study
pERRFP Potef-cals-mrfp-HDEL, cbxR Theisen et al (2008)
pcrgKin3G105E Pcrg-kin3G105E, cbxR Wedlich-Söldner et al (2002a)
pcrgPeb1211–268 Pcrg-peb1211–268, cbxR This study
pcrgDya132–62 Pcrg-dya132–62, cbxR This study
pcrgDya132–62 Q35E Pcrg-dya132�62, Q35E, cbxR This study

a, b, mating type loci; P, promoter; -, fusion; hygR, hygromycin resistance; bleR, phleomycin resistance; natR, nourseothricin resistance; cbxR,
carboxin resistance; ts, temperature-sensitive allele; /, ectopically integrated; crg, conditional arabinose-induced promoter; otef, constitutive
promoter; nar, conditional nitrate reductase promoter; E1, W2, genes of the b mating type locus; nup2, nup107, nup214 nucleoporins; HDEL,
ER retention signal; egfp, enhanced green-fluorescent protein; pamgfp: photoactivatable monomeric green-fluorescent protein; mrfp,
monomeric red-fluorescent protein; mcherry, monomeric cherry; peb1211–268, fragment of EB1-like plus-end binding protein; dya132–62,
fragment of the dynactin subunit p150Glued; dya132�62Q35E, point mutated fragment of the dynactin subunit p150Glued; dyn2: C-terminal
half of the dynein heavy chain; peb1, EB1-like plus-end binding protein; rab5a, small endosomal Rab5-like GTPase; kin3G105E, rigor allele of
kinesin3.
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the fusion protein is biologically functional (Supplementary

Figure S1). When activated at the apical MT plus-ends,

paGFP3–Dyn2 continuously left the MT end and the signal

gradually decreased (Figure 4A; Supplementary Movie 4;

note that in this movie photobleaching also gives this effect,

and this was taken into account in the subsequent quantita-

tive analysis). Non-linear regression of the decay curve

favoured a two-phase decay over one-phase decay

(Figure 4B; F-test gives Po0.0001: F¼ 20.34; DFn¼ 2,

DFd¼ 171). This suggested the existence of two populations

of dynein, with about half (31–65% for 95% confidence

interval) of the dynein signals rapidly leaving (T1/2: 10.2 s;

3.7–16.7 s for 95% confidence interval) and the other half

(35–69% for 95% confidence interval) staying significantly

longer (T1/2: 98.0 s; 61.4–134.6 s for 95% confidence inter-

val). To obtain independent evidence for this result we

performed fluorescent recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP) experiments. When GFP3–Dyn2 in the apical dynein

comet was photobleached, delivery of dynein rapidly recov-

ered the signal, again following a two-phase exponential

curve (Figure 4C; F-test gives Po0.0001: F¼ 15.36;

DFn¼ 2, DFd¼ 150) with half-life times very similar to the

previous experiment with T1/2: 10.23 s (0.09061–20.37 s for

95% confidence interval) and T1/2: 89.97 s (57.65–122.3 s for

95% confidence interval).

An interaction between dynactin and EB1 retains half of

the dynein in the comet

We next consider the mechanism by which dynein is held at

MT plus-ends. In mammalian cells, the dynactin complex,

which binds dynein, is anchored to MT plus-ends by an

interaction with the plus-end binding protein EB1 (Ligon

et al, 2003), and the interaction site is well characterized in

humans (Honnappa et al, 2006). In U. maydis, the EB1-

homologue Peb1 also co-localizes with dynein (see above),

and the p150glued dynactin compound Dya1 also concentrate

at MT plus-ends (Lenz et al, 2006). Furthermore, the primary

amino-acid sequence of the interaction site is highly con-

served (Figure 4D). This suggested that dynein might be

anchored to MT plus-ends by an interaction of Peb1 and

Dya1. To test this, we generated two peptides, Peb1c and

Dya1n, which covered the predicted interacting amino acids

in both proteins (Figure 4D). Indeed, high expression of both

peptides led to a significant decrease of the amount of dynein

at MT plus-ends (Figure 4E and F). This reduction was not

found when a Dya1 peptide was expressed that contained a

point mutation known to inhibit the binding to EB1 (Figure

4D and F; Dya1n*; Honnappa et al, 2006). This suggests that

the inhibitory effect of Peb1c and Dya1n is due to a specific

blockage of the interaction of the EB1 homologue and dy-

nactin. Surprisingly, the inhibitory peptides were only able to

remove B60% of the dynein from MT ends (Figure 4F). This

result was in agreement with the finding of two populations

of dynein that differ in their turnover at MT ends. These data

suggested that anchorage of dynein impairs its release and,

consequently, the remaining B40% of dynein represent the

more dynamic population. To test this, we expressed the

inhibitory peptide Peb1c in cells containing paGFP3–Dyn2

and analysed the decay of the remaining comet. We found

that under these conditions, the photoactivatable dynein is

released in one-phase decay reaching a plateau of 4.5%

(favoured over a two-phase decay; F-test at P¼ 0.9276;

F¼ 0.07515; DFn¼ 2, DFd¼ 141), with a rapid half-life

time of 20.88 s (18.15–23.65 s for 95% confidence interval;

Figure 4G), suggesting that it indeed represents the dynamic

population. In summary, these results suggest that a dynein

comet builds up by active retention via an interaction

of dynactin and EB1. However, a second, EB1/dynactin-
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independent mechanism helps to increase the number of

dyneins at apical MT ends.

Transport properties of antergrade and retrograde

dynein motility

It was previously shown that in vitro molecular motors can

accumulate at MT ends thereby forming ‘comet-like’ struc-

tures (Okada and Hirokawa, 1999). This phenomenon does

not involve any active regulation but can be understood as a

consequence of queuing of motors, and we considered it

possible that dynein concentrates at the MT plus-end in a

similar stochastic way. We aimed to analyse this possibility

by developing a mathematical model to describe the forma-

tion of the dynein comet. To generate a robust model, we set

out to raise quantitative data about dynein motility in our cell

system. We analysed GFP3–Dyn2 movements in greater detail

near the hyphal tip, where MTs have a unipolar orientation

(Lenz et al, 2006). After photobleaching this region, antero-

grade and retrograde motility of GFP3–Dyn2 signals became

easily visible (Figure 5A). Individual signals moved in both

directions at similar velocities (Vanterograde¼ 1.66±0.37 mm/s,

n¼ 202; Vretrograde¼ 1.76±0.55 mm/s, n¼ 209), and signals

sometimes turned direction (Figure 5A; arrowhead, lower

panel), with 2.39% of the motors (n¼ 300) turning from

anterograde to retrograde motility and 1.60% (n¼ 300) turn-

ing from retrograde to anterograde motility per 1 mm travelled

(see Supplementary data). To analyse the frequencies of

transport towards and away from the MT plus-ends, we set

out to determine the number of dynein motors per moving

signal. Motor numbers were previously determined by step-

wise photobleaching (Cai et al, 2007; Hammond et al, 2009;

Hendricks et al, 2010). To apply this method to moving

dynein signals, we reduced interference by photobleaching

large parts of the hyphal cell. In addition, we treated the cells

with cyanide 3-chlorophenyl-hydrazone (CCCP), a drug that

reversibly inhibits cell respiration resulting in reduced ATP

levels. This treatment gradually immobilized the dynein and

allowed accurate bleaching-step analysis. In a typical experi-

ment, GFP3–Dyn2 was photobleached in the subapical re-

gions. From unbleached parts at the cell tip dynein moved

retrograde into the darkened area before it got immobilized

by the depletion of ATP (Figure 5B, yellow arrows). Thus, the

signals could be recognized as retrograde dynein and were

analysed for stepwise bleaching. We found that the majority

of the retrograde, as well as the anterograde GFP3–Dyn2

signals bleached in up to six steps (Figure 5C and D),

suggesting that they represent a single dynein motor.

This was confirmed by comparison of their fluorescence

intensity with our nuclear pore calibration standard, again

showing that most signals are single dynein motors

(Figure 5E). Statistical analysis using the bleaching-step

curves revealed that the proportion of single-to-double
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dyneins was found to be 3.998:1 (n¼ 77) for retrograde

and 8.492:1 (n¼ 56) for anterograde moving GFP3–Dyn2

signals. These ratios were used, along with the frequency of

signal movement to estimate that the flux at which dynein

enters (Fluxanterograde) and leaves (Fluxretrograde) the apical

region. We estimated a rate 1.06 dynein/second for both

directions, which further was included in the mathematical

modelling (see below; see Materials and methods for

further details).

Mathematical modelling suggests that dynein

accumulates stochastically

Having determined the motility parameters and motors num-

bers, we constructed a stochastic model for the bidirectional

motility behaviour of dynein based on asymmetric simple

exclusion process (ASEP) models of biological transport

processes (Chowdhury et al, 2005). We simulated dynein

motility using a published two-lane model that assumes that

motors move on two lanes (Supplementary Figure S4;

Ashwin et al, 2010). Using our experimental rates and velo-

cities, this model produced kymographs that show remark-

able similarities to our experimental results (Figure 6A) and

predicted an accumulation of dynein at the MT end

(Supplementary Movie 5). However, the simple two-lane

model did not take into account that MTs consist of 13

protofilaments (Tilney et al, 1973), or that dynein changes

lanes frequently (Wang et al, 1995), whereas kinesin-1 does

not change lanes (Ray et al, 1993). Furthermore, we recog-

nized that the cytoplasmic background of GFP3–Dyn2 in

the apex is higher than in the subapical cytoplasm
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phase exponential decay, F-test results and predicted half-life times are given. The Y-axis is given in log-scale. Values are mean±standard error
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from the MT plus-ends was measured in intervals to account for bleaching effects.
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(Supplementary Figure S5), suggesting some dynein detach-

ment at MT plus-ends, again a possibility that is excluded in

the two-lane model (Ashwin et al, 2010). We therefore

extended the two-lane model to a more realistic 13-lane

scenario that took these observations and conditions into

account. It assumes that motors undertake 8 nm steps

(Schnitzer and Block, 1997; Reck-Peterson et al, 2006) at

certain probabilities (Figure 6B) and that the behaviour of

motors is homogeneous along the MT (e.g. no change of

turning rates at the MT tip). Finally, we included a 2% loss of

arriving dynein, which reflects the escape rate for EEs at plus-

ends (see above; for further details see Supplementary data).

In this model, motor collisions are resolved by dynein chan-

ging lanes (Supplementary Figure S6). We assume that the

probability for this side stepping (P6; Figure 6B) is the same

as the measured probability of dynein changing lanes without

running into an obstacle (Wang et al, 1995; P5; Figure 6B).

Under these conditions, the 13-lane model predicted

the accumulation of 25.4±0.2 (mean±s.e.m., n¼ 400) dy-

neins at MT plus-ends (P6¼ P5; Figure 6D; Supplementary

Movie 6). We realized that P6 is an estimate that is not

supported by experimental data. We therefore investigated

the degree to which alterations in P6 influence the comet size.

First, we considered the possibility that motor collision

increases P6, allowing dynein moving forward without any

delay (P6¼ 1
2P1). Second, we considered the possibility that

collisions decrease P6 but blockages clear faster than we can

resolve in the experiments (P6¼ P7). Simulations based on

these P6 values showed very little difference in the comet size

(Figure 6C). Thus, the 13-lane model predicts that homoge-

neous stochastic transport processes could account for the

dynamic accumulation of dynein in the comet. However,

breaking the homogeneity, for example by setting a different

turning probability P2(tip) within the first 500 nm of the MT,

affects the dynein number at plus-ends (Figure 6D). This

reinforces the observation that local conditions at the plus-

end, such as the reported interaction with EB1, can have a

strong influence on the comet size.

The high number in the dynein comet is required to

keep EEs on the track

In contrast to our previous model of dynein loading, EEs

seem not to activate dynein, which suggests that loading of

the organelles onto dynein is a stochastic process. Such a

concept would imply that a higher amount of dynein at the

tip should result in an increase in EE turning from antero-

grade to retrograde motility. Indeed, the results described so

far indicated that the cell actively increases the number of

dynein motors at MT plus-ends. Assuming a stochastic load-

ing process, we considered it possible that the high dynein
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Figure 5 Motility behaviour and quantitative analysis of motor numbers in moving dynein signals. (A) Kymograph showing anterograde and
retrograde motility of GFP3–Dyn2. The analysis was restricted to the apical 10 mm, where MTs are unipolar oriented (Lenz et al, 2006). To avoid
interference, the apical region was photobleached (Bleach) and the velocity, frequency and turning (arrowhead) of signals that moved into the
darkened part of the cell was analysed. The bars represent micrometers and seconds. (B) GFP3–Dyn2 signals in a photobleached cell that was
placed on 100 mM CCCP for 15 min. Motors entered the darkened region from the unbleached hyphal tip at the right (Tip). CCCP inhibits the
respiration chain and quickly leads to a drop in ATP levels, which in turn immobilized GFP3–Dyn2 within the bleached part of the hypha
(yellow arrowheads). The number of GFP tags in these signals was investigated by quantitative bleaching-step analysis. The bars
represent micrometers and seconds. (C) Bleaching curves showing bleaching steps of GFP3–Dyn2 signals after immobilization with CCCP.
Step analysis was done with the algorithm STEPFINDER (Kerssemakers et al, 2006). Predicted bleaching steps are indicated with red numbers.
(D) Bar chart showing the distribution of bleaching steps for anterograde and retrograde signals. In both cases, the majority fits to a
normal distribution with a maximum at 3–4 bleaching steps (red curve in bar charts), indicating that they are single dynein motors, containing
6 GFP in a dimer of GFP3–Dyn2. (E) Bar charts showing an estimation of dynein numbers in fluorescent signals derived from comparison
with Nup107-GFP as internal calibration standard. Again, most anterograde and retrograde GFP3–Dyn2 signals are predicted to represent
single dynein motors.
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density in the comet serves as a ‘buffer stop’ for arriving EEs.

We carefully analysed the distribution of dynein within

comets of various intensities and always found a steady

increase of the motor density towards the MT plus-ends

(Figure 7A and B). Consistent with the idea that EEs get

loaded onto dynein in a stochastic way, they often turned

before they have reached the highest dynein density in the

comet (Figure 7C, red line represents dynein in the comet,

green lines are moving EEs). However, the turning rate

increased with an increase in dynein numbers (Figure 7D),

suggesting that the probability that EEs get captured by

dynein rises within the comet. These results supported the

idea that the cell maintains a high number of dynein in order

to reduce the risk that EEs detach from or ‘fall off’ the end of

their track. To test this possibility, we reduced the comet size

by expressing Peb1c in hyphal cells that also contained

GFPRab5a-labelled EEs. Indeed, when only the stochastic

dynein population was left, the number of EEs that detached

at the end of the MT significantly increased (9.22%;

Figure 7E). These results are consistent with a function of

the dynein comet being the capture EEs through a stochastic

loading process.

Discussion

Bidirectional transport along MTs is an important process that

underlies the function and survival of animal cells (Gross,

2004; Welte, 2004; Chevalier-Larsen and Holzbaur, 2006). In

this study, we have used a fungal model system to address the

question how organelles are kept on track when they reach

the end of a MT? It was previously suggested that dynein

accumulates at the MT plus-end in an inactive state to receive

arriving EEs for retrograde transport (Lenz et al, 2006;

Abenza et al, 2009). We show here that this simple concept

needs to be revised. We provide evidence that dynein does

not need to be activated but leaves the MT end randomly,

suggesting that EEs get loaded onto dynein motors via a

stochastic mechanism. In order to increase the probability

that arriving organelles meet a dynein motor, the cell accu-

mulates a large number of dynein motors. This is done in two

ways (1) an active retention of dynein motors via an inter-

action between dynein/dynactin and the plus-end binding

protein EB1 (¼Peb1) and (2) a stochastic process that

appears to require no active control but is a consequence of

the motility behaviour of motors (Figure 8). This mechanism

avoids the cargo from falling off and ensures high fidelity of

the transport process.

Dynein is anchored at MT plus-ends by an interaction

of dynactin and EB1

In the elongated hyphal cells of fungi, dynein forms comet-

like accumulations at the plus-ends of MTs (Han et al, 2001;

Lenz et al, 2006). In this study, we have established nuclear

pores as an internal calibration standard and found that an

average of 55 motors concentrate in the comet. Dynein is a

huge protein complex (King, 2000), making it unlikely that

such a large number of motors concentrates at the MT plus-

end without serving a cellular function. In mammalian cells,

dynactin interacts with the plus-end binding protein EB1

(Ligon et al, 2003) and the interaction site is well character-

ized (Honnappa et al, 2006). It was shown that phosphoryla-

tion of p150glued releases the complex from MT plus-ends and

allows retrograde organelle motility (Vaughan et al, 2002).

Our results described here argue that a similar mechanism is
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conserved in fungi, although the dynactin/dynein complex is

already assembled at the plus-ends. In addition, we found

evidence for a population of more dynamic dynein that is

rapidly turned over at the MT plus-end. We assumed that

these dynein motors are not anchored at plus-ends, but

instead are accumulating as a ‘traffic jam’ of arriving motors.

A similar stochastic accumulation was shown for recombi-

nant kinesin motors in vitro (Okada and Hirokawa, 1999),

which was argued could be due to local ATP depletion

(Chowdhury et al, 2005).

A mathematical model suggests that a stochastic

mechanism accounts for about one-half of the dynein

comet

Recent theoretical approaches have strongly suggested that

stochastic properties of motor behaviour may be sufficient to

explain bidirectional motility in living cells (Klumpp and

Lipowsky, 2005; Gazzola et al, 2009; Soppina et al, 2009;

Hendricks et al, 2010; Müller et al, 2008, 2010). Based on a

previous stochastic two-lane model (Ashwin et al, 2010), we

developed a more realistic 13-lane model to help us under-

stand how dynein accumulates at the MT plus-end simply as

a result of the observed stochastic traffic properties on the

MT. Most previous mathematical models have exclusively

relied on data from in vitro experiments and/or used motility

parameters from different motors and different organisms.

While the lack of consistent data has made this necessary,

one should recognize that motors from different organisms or

cell types may have very different features. An illustrating

example is the difference in the in vitro transport velocity of

kinesin-1 from animals (B0.4–0.8 mm/s; Vale et al, 1985;

Porter et al, 1987; Bloom et al, 1988; Ingold et al, 1988) and

from fungi (B2–2.5 mm/s; Steinberg and Schliwa, 1996;

Steinberg, 1997; Steinberg et al, 1998). In our model we

also included in vitro results from other systems and assume

that motors move in multiples of 8 nm steps (Schnitzer and

Block, 1997; Reck-Peterson et al, 2006) along the 13 proto-

filaments of the MT (Tilney et al, 1973). In contrast to

Ashwin et al (2010), we consider that dynein is able to change

lanes (Wang et al, 1995), whereas kinesin-1, which is thought

to be the motor for dynein delivery (Zhang et al, 2003; Lenz

et al, 2006), keeps on its protofilament with high fidelity (Ray

et al, 1993). The remaining parameters in our 13-lane model

are based on a quantitative analysis of dynein numbers and
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motility behaviour in the living cell. Indeed, the 13-lane

model nicely predicts that about one-half of the dynein

motors in the comet can be found, simply by assuming

stochastic transport processes. This number is in good agree-

ment with the amount of dynein that is left at plus-ends when

the Dynactin/EB1 interaction is blocked by inhibitory pep-

tides. However, the model assumes homogeneity of motor

behaviour along the length of the MT, that is it assumes that

turning rates along the track are the same as turning rates at

the end of the MT. This is clearly an oversimplification, as the

MT plus-end binds numerous proteins (Akhmanova and

Steinmetz, 2008) that may occupy sites or influence the

tug-of-war between dynein-delivering kinesin-1 and opposing

dynein. The assumed presence of additional plus-end binding

proteins is also indicated by the fact that the comet stretches

over B700 nm (see above, Figure 7A), which is larger than

the comet length predicted by our model, and which might

reflect that motors and plus-end binding proteins compete for

binding at MT ends. Such competition could influence the

probability for turning from anterograde to retrograde moti-

lity, which in our model is described by the probability P2 per

simulation time step. Our data show that varying this P2 near

the tip has a very significant influence on the comet size and

can result in much higher numbers of motors at the plus-end.

A change in P2 would also be the consequence of active

retention of dynein/dynactin by interaction with EB1. Thus,

local conditions at the MT end also influence the comet size

in our model. Nevertheless, our model demonstrates that

such local conditions are not necessary to predict an accu-

mulation of motors at the plus-end.

The comet serves as a ‘buffer stop’ for arriving

endosomes

Our experiments clearly show that the cell actively concen-

trates dynein at MT plus-ends to form a comet, which argues

for a biological function of the comet. It was previously

suggested that the dynein comet serves as a ‘dynein loading

zone’ for arriving endosomes (Lenz et al, 2006) that mediate

recycling processes to support tip growth of the hyphal cell

(Abenza et al, 2009; Wedlich-Söldner et al, 2000; reviewed in

Peñalva, 2010). Indeed, apical recycling makes it necessary

that EEs reach the hyphal tip, which increases the risk of EEs

falling off the track and requires an efficient capture mechan-

ism. Our results suggest that the dynein comet is part of such

a MT-end capture mechanism. We show that dynein is

stochastically released from the comet and that EEs have a

higher probability to turn around in regions of high dynein

numbers. This suggests that the EEs get loaded onto dynein

in a stochastic way with the comet serving as a dynamic

‘buffer stop’. While our result argue for a function of the

comet in capturing arriving organelles, it need to be consid-

ered that the apical dynein might also support other func-

tions, such as control of MT length (Adamikova et al, 2004)

or the retrograde transport of other cargo, such as RNA-

binding particles (Becht et al, 2006).

Conclusions

Long-range organelle transport is important for numerous

aspect of eukaryotic cell function. How motors cooperate in

endosome motility is currently under intensive investigation

(Soppina et al, 2009), but what happens to organelles and

motors at the end of the track is not well understood. We

show here that the cell uses the stochastic behaviour of the

motors on the track and active retention to increase the

number of dynein at the tip. Given a stochastic loading

process, this ensures that an arriving organelle ultimately

finds a dynein to which it can bind for retrograde transport.

Recent work has started to highlight the importance of the

stochastic behaviour of motor in bidirectional transport pro-

cesses (Klumpp and Lipowsky, 2005; Müller et al, 2008;

Gazzola et al, 2009) or in controlling MT length (Hough

et al, 2009). In combination with higher-order regulation, the

stochastic transport properties of motors might underlie the

complexity of cargo movement in the cell (Müller et al, 2008;

Welte and Gross, 2008). Our results add to this emerging

picture and in particular expand our understanding of motor

cooperation in EE motility. However, the biological reason for

the bidirectional long-range EE transport is still elusive.

Addressing this question is a fascinating challenge for future

research.

Materials and methods

Strains and plasmids
The strains AB33G3Dyn2, FB2N107G_ER, FB2N107R-N214G and
FB1Dyn2ts were described previously (Wedlich-Söldner et al, 2002b;
Lenz et al, 2006; Theisen et al, 2008). To visualize EEs either GFP,
paGFP or mCherry were individually fused to the endosome-specific
Rab5a (Fuchs et al, 2006) under the control of the constitutive otef
promoter (Spellig et al, 1996) and the resulting plasmids were
integrated ectopically into the genome of U. maydis. Dynein was
visualized by labelling the endogenous copy of dyn2 with 3GFP,
3paGFP or 3mCherry. The rigor alleles of kinesin-3 as well as the
short fragments of the EB1-like plus-end binding protein (Peb1) and
the Dynactin subunit p150Glued were expressed as an additional
copy under the conditional arabinose-induced crg promoter (Bottin
et al, 1996). Monomeric RFP was fused to the endogenous copy of
Peb1 to visualize the plus-ends of MTs. Nuclear pores were
visualized by homologous integration of single, double or triple
GFP into the native locus of Nup107, Nup214 or Nup2. Various GFP-
tagged nucleoporins were combined in single strains to achieve
stronger fluorescent signals that could be related to defined
numbers of GFP tags. The genotypes of all strains used in this
work are summarized in Table I.

Growth conditions
All U. maydis cultures were grown overnight at 281C in complete
medium (CM) (Holliday, 1974) containing 1% (w/v) glucose,
shaking at 200 revolutions per minute (r.p.m.). Hyphal growth was
induced by shifting in NM liquid medium supplemented with 1%
(w/v) glucose. Colony growth of strains AB33, a temperature
sensitive mutant strain FB1Dyn2ts, AB33G3Dyn2 and AB33pamG3-

Dyn2 was analysed on CM-G plates at 321C. The expression of
genes under the control of the crg promoter was introduced by
changing the carbon source form glucose to 1% (w/v) arabinose.

Freeze-fracture electron microscopy and Laser-based
epifluorescence microscopy
Ultrastructural analysis of nuclear pores were done as described
(Severs, 2007; see Supplementary data for details). For light
microscopy, cells were placed on a thin layer of 2% agarose,
covered with a cover slip, and immediately observed using a IX81
motorized inverted microscope (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) and
a VS-LMS4 Laser-Merge-System solid-state lasers using a 50 or
75 mW observation lasers at 488 and 561 nm. Photoactivation and
photobleaching experiments were performed using a Visitron 2D
FRAP system. Images were captured using a charged-coupled
device camera (Photometric CoolSNAP HQ2, Roper Scientific,
Germany). All parts of the system were under the control of the
software package MetaMorph (Molecular Devices, Downingtown),
which was also used for fluorescence measurements and image
processing. For quantitative analysis, images were taken below light
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saturation and corrected for the adjacent background. See
Supplementary data for further details.

Quantitative analysis of fluorescent intensities
For intensity measurements of Nup107-GFP and other GFP-
nucleoporins, images were taken at 50 or 250 ms exposure time,
focusing on the upper area of the nucleus. Only those signals were
analysed for their integrated intensity that (1) were far enough apart
from other pores to be measured and (2) were located in the central
one square micrometer of the observation field. All measurements
were corrected for the background in the nuclear envelope. All
corrected values were plotted and the average integrated intensity
value for a single Nup107-GFP was calculated. The number of
motors was estimated by comparing the corrected integrated
intensity values for GFP6-dynein with the average value of the
background-corrected integrated intensity values of a single
Nup107-GFP. For each motor measurement, nuclear pore intensities
were measured at the same day under the same conditions. To
analyse the signal intensity in cells overexpressing the inhibitory
peptides Peb1c or Dya1n, the integrated intensity of a single loading
zone was recorded. The measured values were background
corrected as described above.

Protein extraction and immunodetection
Protein extraction and immunodetection was performed as de-
scribed (Straube et al, 2001). For detection of GFP3–Dyn2, a
monoclonal anti-GFP antibody was used (Roche Diagnostic GmbH,
Mannheim, Germany). As secondary antibody, an anti-mouse
peroxidase-conjugated antibody was used (Promega, Southampton,
UK). Chemiluminescence was detected using the ECL Plus Western
Blot detection reagent, following the manufacture’s instructions
(GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden).

Activation of photoactivatable dynein and photoactivatable
Rab5a
For experiments that monitored the decay of pamG3Dyn2, the
hyphal tip was irradiated for 25 ms using 2% output power of a
solid state 60 mW 405 nm laser, followed by observation using
the 488-nm laser at 15% power. A reference image was taken
immediately after activation. After 15, 30, 45, 60 s and then every
minute a Z-stack with 3 plains and a Z-distance of 0.25mm was
taken. In a maximum projection, the integrated intensity of the
apical accumulation was measured and corrected by the back-
ground that was measured in a neighbouring area within the cell.
The intensity of the signal at time zero was set to 100% and the
intensity of the following time points were correlated to this.
Photoactivatable Rab5a was activated like pamG3Dyn2 (see above)
and movies with 100 plains at 150 ms exposure time at 20% of the
488-nm laser were taken.

Fluorescent recovery after photobleaching experiments and
photobleaching analysis
Dynein motility was analysed after photobleaching using a Visitron
2D FRAP system (Visitron Systems, Munich, Germany) with a
solid state 60 mW 405 nm laser. This was followed by observation
using the 488-nm observation laser. Velocity, frequency and turning
rates/mean run lengths were analysed in kymographs that were
generated from these image series using MetaMorph. For stepwise
photobleaching experiments, dynein signals (and the internal
calibration standard GFP-Nup107) were immobilized using 100 mM
CCCP (carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl-hydrazone; Sigma-Aldrich
Ltd, Gillingham, UK) and bleaching was recorded using the 488-nm
observation laser at 5.6 mW laser power were taken. The average
intensity of signals was corrected for the background and the
number of bleaching steps were determined by a step-find
algorithm (Kerssemakers et al, 2006) kindly provided by Dr Jacob
Kerssemakers, Delft, The Netherlands) in the program MatLab
(The MathWorks, Natick). For a more detailed description of both
models, see Supplementary data.

Determination of the dynein flux from bleaching-step analysis
Bleaching-step distributions were fit to a sum of normal distribu-
tions using the software Prism (GraphPad, San Diego). From this
the ratio of 1 dynein:2 dyneins was determined and the measured
fluxes of GFP3–Dyn2 signals were corrected. The mean value of
anterograde and retrograde fluxes was used in the mathematical
modelling. For a more detailed description of both models, see
Supplementary data.

Mathematical modelling
The mathematical model represents an ASEP-type model, extended
from a two-lane model for bidirectional motor motion (Ashwin
et al, 2010). The model makes the following assumptions:
(1) motors take multiples of 8 nm steps forward at fixed rate per
time step, unless the site to be moved into is already occupied;
(2) motion takes place in both directions over 13 lanes correspond-
ing to protofilaments of an MT; (3) motors do not fall off along the
track but a minor loss of 2% of the delivered dynein occurs at the
tip; (3) dynein changes lanes on average 5.1-times per micrometer
(corresponding to experimental data of Wang et al (1995)); and
(4) kinesin-1 delivering dynein to the plus-end does not change
lanes (Ray et al, 1993). These assumptions and the experimental
measurements were used to determine all rates in the model.
Simulations were done using Cþ þ (http://sourceforge.net/
projects/dev-cpp/). For a more detailed description of both models,
see Supplementary data.

Non-linear regression and statistical analysis
Non-linear regression and all statistical tests were done using the
software Prism (GraphPad). Comparison of one-phase decay and
two-phase decay models in Figure 4 was done using an F-test
(a¼ 0.05). The half-lives of the decay and the proportions in
each population are the fitting parameters for a signal that is
normalized to lie between 0 and 100%. For further details see
Supplementary data.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online
(http://www.embojournal.org).
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